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NOTE TO THE READER 

This Energy Cluster Foresight Study explores key changes in Asia and related policy challenges 

and opportunities for Canada. The key changes are in the form of “insights”, which identify 

existing and emerging developments that may significantly alter the system under study. 

Insights help build our understanding of how an issue or system may evolve and what the 

consequences might be.  A policy challenge or opportunity is an issue that current policies or 

institutions may not be ready or able to address. Identifying, analyzing, debating and clarifying 

challenges or opportunities help policy makers develop more robust strategies.  

Part of the Horizons Foresight method also involves the exploration of plausible scenarios and 

the identification of robust assumptions. These are included in the MetaScan on “The Future of 

Asia” which integrates the high level insights and policy challenges and opportunities from all 

four cluster studies (economic, energy, geostrategic, social).   

The key changes and potential policy challenges and opportunities explored in this study are 

intended to be provocative in order to stimulate thinking among public servants about the 

future. They do not reflect a view of the most likely shape of change in Asia or consequences for 

Canada, but rather plausible developments that merit consideration. While this study’s 

development involved participation and contributions from officials across multiple 

departments within the federal public service of Canada, the contents of the study do not 

necessarily reflect the individual views of participants or of their respective organizations.  
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Asia is a continent in rapid transition creating an energy 

landscape that is a study in contrasts. Many of its countries 

are at the cutting edge of energy technology yet hundreds 

of millions of Asians still lack access to reliable electricity. A 

heavy reliance on fossil fuel powered electricity plants and 

transportation has created the world’s most severely air polluted cities, yet Asia is also 

home to among the world’s largest clean energy investments.1 

Across a range of plausible scenarios over the next 10-15 years, Asian governments will 

face strong demand for energy from a growing middle class and the expanding digital 

economy while simultaneously facing strong pressures from their populations and 

businesses to shift to less polluting and lower carbon energy sources. Although a 

transition in Asia’s energy mix will still be underway in 2030, fossil fuels will be 

increasingly displaced as the primary energy source (electricity that is generated 

predominantly from renewable sources). A number of structural, technological and 

behavioural changes have been identified that could lead to an earlier than expected 

peak in Asian oil demand followed by a steeper than anticipated decline. 

Asia is expected to continue to develop and deploy new technologies for renewable 

energy production, distribution and storage. As Asian countries shift to a low-carbon 

energy footing, they may become more assertive in calling for and meeting greenhouse 

gas emissions targets. They may also consider carbon-based trade or economic measures 

to leverage competitive advantages in a global market with explicit or implicit carbon 

pricing. 

Asia’s cost of renewable energy is expected to fall due to economies of scale in its internal 

market, its formidable manufacturing capacity and strong political support. Low costs of 

production combined with accelerating experience in the deployment and management 

of renewable energy could make Asia the global market leader and world’s largest 

exporter for clean, low-carbon energy technology. Asian countries could apply pressure to 

deregulate mature Western electricity markets to permit entry of Asia companies and 

products. This could challenge central utility based business models. 

The following table summarizes the key energy changes (insights) that are shaping Asia 

and the potential policy challenges and opportunities for Canada addressed in this study.  

Introduction 

China solidified its leadership 
position in the global clean 
energy race by attracting $54.2 
billion of investment in 2013. – 
Pew Charitable Trusts, 2014  

http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/reports/2014/04/03/whos-winning-the-clean-energy-race-2013
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KEY ENERGY CHANGES IN ASIA 
(INSIGHTS) 

 POLICY CHALLENGES & OPPORTUNITIES  
FOR CANADA 

ASIA IS SHIFTNG TO AN ELECTRICITY-DRIVEN DIGITAL 

ECONOMY: Structural economic changes accompanying 
this shift may combine with technological advances and 
behavioural changes to cause Asian demand for oil to 
peak earlier and then decline more steeply than 
expected. 

 MITIGATING PUBLIC SECTOR RISK FROM LOWER OIL 

DEMAND: Lower than expected demand for petroleum 
products in Asia could contribute to weak crude oil 
markets. Canada may find it difficult to compete with low-
cost producers leading to a loss of tax and royalty revenues 
(impacting fiscal budgets) and decreased investment in the 
petroleum sector (impacting employment and increasing 
the risk of public investment in petroleum related assets). 
Governments may also need to ensure adequate 
safeguards are in place to address decommissioning and 
remediation of extraction sites and infrastructure if 
companies exit the sector. 

ASIA IS BUILDING A LOW-CARBON ENERGY 

INFRASTRUCTURE:  Asia will increasingly be able to 
meet its electrical energy requirements with renewable 
sources. As Asia scales up adoption of renewables, it 
could lock-in a long-term economic advantage for the 
region based on low-carbon, low-cost electricity 
production. 

 MEETING ASIA’S INCREASINGLY DIVERSE ENERGY 

DEMAND: Opportunities to compete in the emerging Asian 
energy market do not need to be based on being the most 
cost competitive supplier of fossil fuels, but rather on 
supplying new materials, technology and expertise. Canada 
has experience in a number of potential areas including 
supplying the resources upon which renewables and the 
digital economy are built, as well as in energy efficiency and 
management. Canada could leverage its cool climate and 
renewable electricity to host data centres. 

ASIA COULD BECOME THE LEADER ON CLIMATE 

CHANGE AND THE LOW-CARBON ECONOMY: As Asia 
decouples economic growth from carbon emissions and 
air pollution it is no longer forced to make trade-offs 
between development and environmental degradation. 
Asian countries could emerge as leaders in the climate 
change debate, increasingly setting the international 
agenda and potentially pushing for ambitious emissions 
reduction targets, trade measures, carbon pricing 
mechanisms or carbon content disclosure requirements. 

 PREPARING FOR ASIAN CARBON CONTENT 

REQUIREMENTS: Canadian goods including primary energy 
and natural resources as well as services may face trade 
restrictions or challenges from Asia based on their carbon 
content. Canadian exporters may be required to disclose 
carbon emissions/footprint information to maintain access 
to Asian markets. Canada and the U.S. could shift to a low-
carbon, low pollution regional energy infrastructure by 
optimizing the deployment of renewable energy to areas of 
comparative advantage. 

ASIA WILL DEVELOP NEW BUSINESS MODELS FOR 

ENERGY PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION: Asia will be 
an incubator and early adopter of new business models 
for electricity based on the low-cost, scalability and 
decentralization of renewable energy and on the 
increasing use of smart and interconnected distribution 
grids at all scales. Asia may pressure Western countries 
to open their government-controlled electricity markets 
to competition. 

 LOW-COST RENEWABLES AND PRESSURE TO OPEN 

MARKETS COULD CHALLENGE POWER UTILITY BUSINESS 

MODELS: Renewables reaching grid parity in Canada 
without subsidies may challenge Canadian utilities to 
provide cost-competitive electricity under the existing 
central utility model. Prices for electricity from central 
utilities may increase as renewables offset power from 
central plats optimized for continuous operation. The 
uncertainty about the time frame in which renewable 
energy devices may become cost-competitive with central 
utilities’ prices increases the risk of public investment in 
large, capital intensive new power generation sources as 
return on investment is more uncertain. 
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Key Changes in Asia (Insights) 

 

ASIA’S SHIFTING ENERGY MIX  

Asia is shifting from an oil-driven manufacturing economy to an electricity-driven digital 

economy. It is plausible that a number of emerging trends accompanying this shift will 

combine to cause Asian demand for oil to peak earlier and then decline more steeply than 

expected by many forecasters. First, demand for oil could soften due to structural shifts in 

the Asian economy and technological and behavioural changes that reduce the 

requirement for physical transportation of goods or people. In addition, oil demand for 

transportation could be affected by efficiency gains from better logistics as well as fuel 

switching and modal shifts. Finally, energy security and air pollution concerns may also 

impact oil demand by driving policies to reduce imports and use of petroleum-based fuels. 

Combined, these changes in Asia could lead to lower than expected global demand for oil. 

In turn, this could result in lower global oil prices if low-cost oil producers do not curtail 

supply as they compete to maintain their respective shares of a rapidly diminishing 

market, seeking to maximize the extraction of their reserves before oil is replaced as a 

predominant energy source. 

Additive Manufacturing 

Advances in additive manufacturing (3D printing) are not only expected to influence the 

production of solar panels but also to result in more goods being produced locally on 

demand reducing the requirement for physical transport of manufactured goods over 

distance. International supply chains will be increasingly based on the movement of data, 

with finished goods only requiring local transportation.  Additive manufacturing is poised 

to have significant structural impacts on energy demand for manufacturing broadly, from 

resource extraction, to production, distribution, transportation and even consumer 

behaviour and shopping habits. By 2030, the 3D printing of a broad range of industrial 

and consumer goods, including solar panels, will likely have grown from today’s small 

scale, contributing to a profoundly different energy consumption and production model.2 

Depending on the rate of penetration in consumer goods markets for 3D printing, 

economies of scale typical of the manufacture of most consumer goods may become a 

model of the past, as may long-distance shipping of finished products.3  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9mDzb_mNtmk
http://insights-on-business.com/electronics/3d-printing-transforming-the-supply-chain-part-1/
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/02/150203094149.htm
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Asia is embracing this technology both in producing it for export and in using it for 

domestic manufacturing.4 3D printing of buildings as well as for industrial prototyping in 

the health and automotive sectors is growing in Asia. Sinopec, Asia’s largest oil refiner, 

has recently decided to enter the 3D printing materials and renewable energy markets.5 

Open source technologies are also being developed to enable small scale users to 

transform waste plastic into 3D printing feedstocks, further reducing the need for primary 

petro-chemical inputs and altering the structure of energy demand.6  

Telepresence, Virtual Work and Online Living 

Technological improvements in telepresence and increased acceptance of telework are 

expected to reduce the requirement for physical movement of people to their place of 

work or for leisure.  Telecommuting is increasing around the world, especially in 

emerging markets and in Asia. India was the world’s leader in 2013 with 82% of workers 

telecommuting at least once a week, and 57% working remotely on a routine basis in 

2013.7 Telework is also prevalent in China with 41% of workers teleworking at least once 

a week.8 Advances in remote robotics and collaboration with others using augmented 

reality such as holographic projection could expand telework beyond knowledge-based or 

data-oriented work into areas that previously required a physical presence.9 Cultural and 

behavioural shifts towards greater online entertainment, socialization and shopping are 

expected to reduce the requirement for physical travel.10 Online recreation in the form of 

games and socializing is also an interesting phenomenon: 45.7% of the world’s Internet 

users reside in Asia as of 2014, and China, Japan and South Korea dominate the global 

video game market.11  

Urban Automobile Use  

Travel distances for work, shopping and recreation could be significantly reduced by 

incorporating “compact and connected” urban design principles.12 Asian cities are 

undergoing rapid growth and renewal. Urban governments are investing heavily to 

expand and improve public transit to offset increases in personal vehicle use. 

Governments are also attempting to reduce congestion and improve air quality by 

restricting the number of vehicle registrations permitted in urban centres or limiting the 

use of personal vehicles. The Chinese government recently announced that the number of 

cars allowed to be registered in Beijing will be reduced by 60,000.13 Restrictions on 

vehicle registrations are currently in place in 8 of China’s largest cities.14 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OYqBxEAtXZA
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Electric Vehicles 

Asian governments support increasing the number of electric vehicles on their roads to 

meet air quality objectives and advance industrial policy aimed at capturing global 

Electric Vehicle (EV) markets.15 A number of governments (e.g. India16 China17 and South 

Korea18) have implemented measures to support new additions to urban vehicle car fleets 

being predominantly comprised of EV or hybrids. Government support, coupled with 

Asia’s formidable manufacturing capacity19 and large vehicle market could combine to 

lower EV costs significantly.  Battery prices are expected to fall due to improvements in 

battery design and manufacturing technology.20 Economies of scale could increase rapidly 

as similar batteries also become widely used for renewable energy storage.21  

Sales of EVs may grow faster than predicted as range limitation concerns are addressed 

through improvements in battery and charging technology and shifts in consumer 

expectations/driving behaviour as experience with electric vehicle grows.22 Government 

support for EV based car sharing programs could increase the EV share of vehicle use in 

urban centres by eliminating the high capital cost of individual ownership.23 China’s Kandi 

EV Car-Share makes electric cars in automated garages available to customers at a rental 

price of $3.25 USD per hour. The program had deployed a total of 14,398 vehicles 

throughout the country as of the end of 2014.24 Scooter and three-wheeled vehicle 

electrification in Asia could also increase rapidly with predictions of a nearly tenfold 

increase in electric scooters – from 12 million to 103 million on Asian roads by between 

2012 and 2018.25 

Modal Shifts and Improved Logistics 

Asian governments may support modal shifts and improved logistics for the movement 

of goods and people. Many Asian countries have poorly developed highway infrastructure 

and therefore are not heavily invested in a highway-based transportation system.26 Rather 

than follow the pattern of moving freight and people by road, they may invest in 

electrified rail infrastructure for intercity movement of goods and people. China already 

has the largest high-speed rail network in the world and is planning to invest $300 billion 

to construct 30,000 km of high speed rail lines by 2020.27 These will use among the 

world’s most technologically advanced trains.28 Advances in logistics for existing truck and 

taxi fleets and improved traffic management systems could reduce fuel use by increasing 

transportation efficiency and reducing the need for additional vehicles to meet increases 

in demand. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fiEJPbxL2hI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fiEJPbxL2hI
http://www.navigantresearch.com/newsroom/electric-scooters-in-asia-pacific-will-increase-nearly-tenfold-from-2012-to-2018
http://www.scmp.com/lifestyle/technology/article/1713454/wireless-rail-track-china-seeks-develop-world-first-power
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WILDCARD – Asia’s Trucking Sector  

Representing 9% of Asia’s vehicles but 54% of road transport CO2 emissions (Smart Freight 

Centre, 2014, pg.2), Asia’s trucking sector holds considerable promise to dramatically change 

climate pathways and oil demand should it transform. Unlike India, South Korea and Japan 

where passenger cars predominate, the reverse is the case in China where small delivery 

trucks are reportedly less expensive than televisions (UMTRI, 2010. Pg.7). Fleet ownership is 

also highly fragmented with few large companies and many single owners (Clay Stranger, 

interview, August 22, 2014). China is now supporting the shift to natural gas for trucks and 

buses, and should subsidies for inner-city electric trucks be introduced, demand for 

petroleum based fuels for freight in China could decline rapidly (Rakim, S. 2014).Fleet 

consolidation and artificial intelligence (AI) supported advanced logistics could also introduce 

rapid efficiency improvements. 

Fuel Switching 

Natural gas or biodiesel may be increasingly used for land-based heavy vehicles. Over 

the last decade, Asia has become the largest market for natural gas internal combustion 

engine powered vehicles. Approximately 7 million vehicles were on the road in 2014 and 

continued strong growth for fleet conversion is projected.29 Advances in synthetic biology 

may lead to the development of cost-competitive “drop-in” biofuel alternatives for 

transportation modes that are more difficult to electrify such as long-haul heavy trucks, 

construction and mining equipment, ships and aircraft.30 

Carbon Pricing Measures 

Governments in Asia are adopting measures that price carbon. Emissions trading 

systems, carbon taxes and carbon footprinting metrics are being implemented to meet air 

quality and greenhouse gas emissions reduction targets. These are expected to shift 

energy away from petroleum-based fuels by directly or indirectly increasing their cost. 

This trend is discussed further in a following section. 

Energy Security 

Major Asian importers may work to reduce their dependence on foreign oil. 

Governments may work to shield their economies from the potential for increasing supply 

and price volatility if an extended period of low prices reduces production by high cost 

http://www.businessinsider.com/global-natural-gas-vehicle-growth-2013-6
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producers while political instability increases in low-cost producers that rely on high oil 

prices for domestic program spending.31 

ASIA IS BUILDING A LOW-CARBON ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE 

Asia will be increasingly able to meet its electrical 

energy requirements using low-pollution, low-

carbon, renewable sources.32 Advances in 

technology and rapid decreases in cost are allowing 

renewables to be widely deployed across Asia in applications that range from highly 

decentralized individual energy production through to grid-connected mega-projects. 

International connections of national-level grids and related energy-sharing agreements 

are increasing renewable energy production on a regional basis by permitting countries 

connected to “super-grids” to deploy the technology best matched to their comparative 

advantages in electricity production from wind, solar, hydro or geothermal energy. As Asia 

scales up its adoption of renewable electricity, it could lock-in a long-term economic 

advantage for the region based on low-carbon, low-cost electricity production. 

Unprecedented Growth in Renewable Energy Across Asia 

Renewable energy installations in Asia are often 

surpassing official projections made only a few 

years ago.33  In 2013, China added more generating 

capacity from renewables than from fossil fuels and 

nuclear combined and invested more in renewable energy than all of Europe. 34 Japan 

increased investment in renewable energy by 80% in 2014.35 Even emerging economies 

with significant conventional and unconventional fossil fuel reserves are choosing to 

invest in renewable electricity developments.36 

 

 

 

 

VIDEO: “Asia’s renewable energy 
future” Thomas Lloyd (global 
investment bank)  

VIDEO : Energie solaire : le Pakistan 
va exploiter le désert du Cholistan 
(available in French only) 

http://theenergycollective.com/lauri-myllyvirta/2197106/new-coal-power-plants-china-carbon-bubble-waiting-burst
http://theenergycollective.com/lauri-myllyvirta/2197106/new-coal-power-plants-china-carbon-bubble-waiting-burst
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dZRZ_pTsXT0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dZRZ_pTsXT0
http://www.planete-energies.com/fr/medias/videos/energie-solaire-le-pakistan-va-exploiter-le-desert-du-cholistan
http://www.planete-energies.com/fr/medias/videos/energie-solaire-le-pakistan-va-exploiter-le-desert-du-cholistan
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Renewables are Cost Competitive with Fossil Fuel Electricity Generation 

Electricity prices from hydro, biomass, geothermal and on-shore wind are already cost 

comparable or cheaper than electricity from fossil fuel fired thermal generation 

plants.37 Asia has among the world’s cheapest cost of electricity from these renewables, 

largely due to lower financing costs.38 The cost of utility scale solar photovoltaic (PV) 

electricity declined by up to 

65% between 2010 and 

2014 (see Figure 1) bringing 

it into direct competition 

with fossil fuel generation in 

some areas.39 Further cost 

reductions of 40% predicted 

over the next two years are 

expected to accelerate Asia’s 

deployment of this 

technology at all scales.40 

Renewable energy’s cost 

competitiveness is amplified 

if health and carbon external 

costs of fossil fuels are 

included.41 

Renewables like wind and 

solar also have advantages in 

being faster to install than 

thermal or nuclear power 

plants, having lower capital 

cost and in not requiring water for cooling or for the extraction of fuel, mitigating the 

pressure on this increasingly scarce water resource for many parts of Asia.42 

Electricity Storage and Transmission is Advancing Rapidly 

Renewables will be able to contribute significantly to meeting around-the-clock energy 

demand.  Advances in energy storage and wide-scale electricity grid integration are 

expected to address issues of variable output from wind turbines and solar panels. Large 

capacity, utility-scale storage using batteries, compressed air, molten salt, pumped 

Figure 1 
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hydraulic storage and flywheels are being developed and implemented around the globe 

potentially displacing natural gas and diesel for back-up or peak demand in larger 

integrated grids.43  Asia is leading the world in the number of patents related to energy 

storage.44 Asian EV manufacturers are exploring the use of smart grid connected EVs as 

storage options for individual and commercial electricity storage as well as repurposing 

end-of-useful-life EV batteries for stationary storage. By bundling large numbers of 

physically discrete smaller EV batteries into one massive “virtual” battery, EVs could 

potentially add millions of KW of storage to grids.45  

Experience from European countries with high percentages of electricity supply from 

solar and wind power suggests that interconnected grids at national and regional scale 

enable the distribution of wind and PV based power from areas of surplus to areas of 

demand reducing the need for massive amounts of storage.46 Storage does not appear to 

become a limiting factor in adding these technologies until they reach significant 

percentages in the power generation mix (over 60%) suggesting that wind and PV energy 

still have significant growth potential in Asia even in the absence of low-cost storage 

solutions.47 

ASIA LEADS ON CLIMATE CHANGE AND THE LOW-CARBON ECONOMY 

Asia is expected to increasingly decouple its economic growth from carbon emissions and 

air pollution as it continues to electrify with renewable energy and shifts to a more digital 

and service-based economy. In addressing air pollution and carbon emissions from 

electricity generation and transportation, Asia is expected to solidify its position as a 

world leader in the production and integration of low-carbon and energy-efficient 

technologies.48 No longer forced to make trade-offs between development and 

environmental degradation, Asian countries could emerge as leaders in the climate 

change debate, increasingly setting the international agenda and potentially pushing for 

ambitious emissions reduction targets. Asia could adopt trade measures, carbon pricing 

mechanisms or carbon content disclosure requirements to drive global action, in part to 

hedge against the disproportional impact climate change is expected to have on the 

region, but also to increase exports and gain market share by leveraging its leadership in 

technologies that reduce or avoid greenhouse gas emissions. 

 

 

http://www.nissan-global.com/EN/TECHNOLOGY/OVERVIEW/vehicle_to_home.html
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Asian Industrial Policies Support a Shift to a Low-Carbon Future 

A number of Asian countries have articulated industrial development strategies for 

renewables, energy efficiency and electric vehicles. These were three of the seven 

industries identified in China’s 12th Five-Year Plan on National Emerging Industries of 

Strategic Importance.49 India is also setting out policies to position itself as a global player 

in PV.50 In contrast to gasoline-powered cars, where entrenched foreign competitors 

would be hard to challenge, battery-based technologies offer an opportunity to leapfrog 

foreign competitors.51 Both China and India have ambitions to claim a significant share of 

the global electric vehicle market.52 Japan is a world leader in hybrid gasoline-electric 

vehicles. Massive manufacturing capacities and state support can place Asia in a good 

position to direct its industrial policies towards low-carbon technologies for energy 

production and transportation.53 

Asia will become the Low-Cost Producer of Renewable Energy 

Large internal demand by Asia will increase economies of scale and accelerate learning 

curves in the production of renewable electricity technologies, driving down costs on 

the global market. 54 Asia will also be an innovation test bed for technologies and best 

practices for integrating renewable energy into the energy mix as well as for demand and 

supply management for intermittent generation from wind and solar. 

Air Pollution Kills Millions of Asians 

Increasingly vocal and mobilized Asian 

populations are forcing governments to take 

action on air pollution.55  The air quality in many 

Asian cities is ranked among the worst in the 

world especially for the particulates generated from coal and diesel combustion that are 

the most harmful. Two thirds of Asian cities fail to meet the European Union’s air quality 

standard for particulate matter with diameter of 10 micrometers or less.56 According to 

the World Health Organization, air pollution kills approximately 7 million people globally 

with the situation being especially dire in the Asia-Pacific region.57 China accounted for 

40% of the world's premature deaths from air pollution in 2010 and was also cited as the 

fifth leading cause of death in India in 2014. 

 

VIDEO : Chine : comprendre 
l'ampleur de la pollution en trois 
minutes (available in French only) 

http://www.forbes.com/sites/ywang/2014/02/28/environment-not-corruption-is-chinas-biggest-concern/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/ywang/2014/02/28/environment-not-corruption-is-chinas-biggest-concern/
http://www.lemonde.fr/planete/video/2014/02/13/chine-comprendre-l-ampleur-de-la-pollution-en-trois-minutes_4366169_3244.html
http://www.lemonde.fr/planete/video/2014/02/13/chine-comprendre-l-ampleur-de-la-pollution-en-trois-minutes_4366169_3244.html
http://www.lemonde.fr/planete/video/2014/02/13/chine-comprendre-l-ampleur-de-la-pollution-en-trois-minutes_4366169_3244.html
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DATA SOURCE: 
http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/feature/2014/05/28/
state-trends-report-tracks-global-growth-carbon-pricing 

Climate Change Impacts are Higher in Asia 

Asia will be disproportionately affected by climate change. Asia is home to nine out of 

ten cities in the world ranked most vulnerable to natural disaster. Most of the disasters  

cited – flooding, storm surges and high winds – can be expected to become more severe 

and frequent due to climate change.58 Flooding rivers alone are expected to affect 380 

million people globally, most of them in Asia. Asian populations living below the poverty 

line are expected to be hit hardest as they have the fewest resources to move or adapt to 

mitigate their risks or to recover from losses. While Asia cannot escape from climate 

change related impacts in the near term, it is in the long-term interests of the region to 

mitigate risks through global reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. 

Highly Polluting Activities and Energy Sources will be Curtailed 

Asian countries are imposing direct bans and 

restrictions on highly polluting activities. 

China and other Asian countries such as 

Indonesia are actively intervening to limit coal 

use. Key Chinese interventions include the 

prohibition of all coal with high sulfur and ash 

content as of January 2015, the closure of 

50,000 small coal fired furnaces also by  

January 2015, the capping of coal use to below 

65% by 2017 across China, and a complete ban 

on coal use in the city of Beijing by 2020.59  

Emissions Trading Systems & Carbon Taxes 

Grow in Asia 

Asia will become the world’s largest carbon 

pricing regime. The first nationwide cap-and-

trade system in Asia was created in December 

2012 by Kazakhstan.60 In January 2015, South 

Korea launched an emissions trading scheme 

that is currently the world’s second biggest 

carbon market.61 While still the largest emitter 

of greenhouse gases in the G-20, China 

Figure 2 

http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/feature/2014/05/28/state-trends-report-tracks-global-growth-carbon-pricing
http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/feature/2014/05/28/state-trends-report-tracks-global-growth-carbon-pricing
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/china-ban-all-coal-use-beijing-2020
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/china-ban-all-coal-use-beijing-2020
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committed to seeing its carbon emissions peak by 2030, and launched seven sub-national 

emissions trading schemes in 2013.62 China also has committed to establishing a national 

regime in 2016 that will become the largest carbon market in the world.63 Emissions 

trading schemes are also now under consideration in Japan and Thailand64 (see Figure 2).  

India introduced a nationwide carbon tax of 50 Rupees per tonne on coal in July 2010 that 

it doubled in 2014.65  Japan’s Tax for Climate Change Mitigation was adopted in 2012 and 

covers the use of all fossil fuels such as oil, natural gas, and coal depending on their CO2 

emissions.66 

Carbon Footprints in Procurement Decisions 

Decision makers throughout the value chain may 

require carbon footprint information. The 

Chinese government issued its first low-carbon 

product certification in June 2014 noting that the 

introduction of the low-carbon production 

certification program will help people identify climate-friendly products when choosing 

what to buy. It also expects the certification will help mitigate climate change through 

market forces and motivate carbon intensive industries to take a low-carbon 

development path.67 In 2012, Wal-Mart – the world’s largest retailer – announced in 

China that by 2017 it will buy 70 percent of the goods it sells in the U.S. only from 

suppliers that use a Sustainability Index68 that includes metrics on energy use and 

greenhouse gas emissions.69 As sensors, machine to machine communication and big data 

analytics proliferate, the calculation and uptake of carbon footprints could grow rapidly 

for physical as well as virtual goods and services.70 Asian markets may attempt to further 

leverage emerging comparative economic advantage as well as meet emissions targets by 

requiring disclosure of carbon footprints for imported goods and services. 

ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTION BUSINESS MODELS ARE EVOLVING   

Asia will be an incubator and early adopter of new business models for electricity 

production and distribution based on the low-cost, scalability and decentralization of 

renewable energy and on the increasing use of smart and interconnected distribution 

grids at all scales. Many parts of Asia have a gap between energy supply and demand that 

will be expensive to close using the traditional model of centralized, state-owned large 

generating plants and extended distribution grids. In an Asian context, new business 

VIDEO:  Walmart CEO Mike Duke’s 
commitments in China 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=cvUcrzhDxiE  

http://www.ictsd.org/bridges-news/biores/news/china-confirms-2016-national-carbon-market-plans
http://www.ictsd.org/bridges-news/biores/news/china-confirms-2016-national-carbon-market-plans
http://www.eenews.net/stories/1060002822
http://www.eenews.net/stories/1060002822
http://www.fastcompany.com/3042504/tech-forecast/a-new-generation-of-smart-sensors-aim-to-track-the-air-you-breathe
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cvUcrzhDxiE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cvUcrzhDxiE
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models complement existing centralized, state-run power plants and address supply gaps 

by accelerating large additions of renewable-based electricity to national grids and 

underserviced areas or markets. As new Asian-based business models proliferate and 

mature, Asia may pressure western countries to open their electricity markets to 

competition to allow Asia’s renewables-based energy companies to enter these markets 

as well as to increase market penetration and sales of its renewable energy technologies. 

Multi-level Grids 

The scalability of renewables is affecting how electricity is distributed in Asia. Using the 

example of solar power, it is possible to see how many levels of “grids” or electricity 

transmission systems are now possible: at the 

device level (e.g. a solar panel on a smart phone), 

at the building level (e.g. solar panels on roofs or 

windows), at the city level (the aggregation of solar 

panels on roofs or windows), at the regional level 

(large-scale concentrated solar arrays feeding a 

central electricity grid)71 (see Figure 3). 

Renewable energy powered micro-grids are 

expected to flourish in Asia as they will help 

governments meet development goals. 72 Remote 

and rural populations with little hope of 

connection to a national electrical grid a decade 

ago could be provided with enough affordable 

electricity to power cheap Internet-connected 

devices that would allow them to become fully integrated into digitally-enabled work, 

education, healthcare and political discourse with socio-economic implications that 

expand well beyond Asia.73 

At the community level, goals of energy self-

sufficiency and reducing ecological impact are 

motivating investment in off-grid communities.74 

The ability for buildings to generate their own 

electricity for their own consumption and/or to be fed into the grid is precipitating large 

investments by private landowners in building-level generation. Regional electricity grids 

Figure 3 

VIDEO : Japon : l’électricité, 
élément de survie après une 
catastrophe (available in French 
only) 

http://jscp.nepc.or.jp/article/jscpen/20120923/324123/
http://www.planete-energies.com/fr/medias/videos/japon-l-electricite-element-de-survie-apres-une-catastrophe
http://www.planete-energies.com/fr/medias/videos/japon-l-electricite-element-de-survie-apres-une-catastrophe
http://www.planete-energies.com/fr/medias/videos/japon-l-electricite-element-de-survie-apres-une-catastrophe
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are increasingly inter-connecting with one another to form larger geographic networks, 

better able to balance load, avoid energy loss and onboard renewables. 

Nation-states in Asia and surrounding regions such are creating “super-grids” 

connecting power transmission lines between countries.75 These inter-connections of 

national electricity grids optimize the use of regional renewable energy resources by 

allowing excess power in one area to be utilized elsewhere providing Asia with a resilient 

and cost competitive low-carbon electricity system supporting broader regional 

standardization and economic integration.76 They also allow smaller economies to 

develop their competitive advantage in renewable energy projects at scales that they 

would not do for a purely domestic market.77 

Smarter Grids 

Smart grids can create new business models and opportunities by directly connecting 

energy producers with energy consumers. In 2014, China outspent the U.S. in investment 

in smart grids.78 China is leading in machine-to-machine communication (the Internet of 

Things) which, while still in its infancy, can foreseeably enable real-time demand side 

management of millions of energy consuming devices used for economic or personal 

activities.79 At the municipal (or local) level, entrepreneurial innovations by private 

producers in how and when energy is sold to end users or stored for later sale at more 

favourable rates could emerge as smart grids become more mainstream and electricity 

producers and consumers are able to establish direct purchase and sale contracts, 

potentially in real time, using state grids as the medium for exchange.  

Power saved through conservation or efficiency measures has become a lucrative 

market in Asia in recent years.80 Many parts of Asia have embraced a range of energy 

efficiency technologies and programs.81 Governments like Japan are now considering 

creating a “Negawatt market” that would trade the electricity saved by cooperative 

business and households during peak demand periods. By turning the power off, 

customers would be considered to have sold electricity to the grid and would be 

rewarded with rebates. The combination of digital communication tools and the advances 

in the Internet of Things will greatly contribute to this exchange system by allowing 

customers to easily and remotely switch off their thermostat in real time.82 This energy 

efficiency measure will contribute to reduce overall energy demand, change energy 

consumption patterns, diminish peak energy demand and ease the transition from central 

energy sources to decentralized technologies.83  

http://www.saarc-sec.org/userfiles/SAARC-FRAMEWORK-AGREEMENT-FOR-ENERGY-COOPERATION-ELECTRICITY.pdf
http://about.bnef.com/press-releases/china-out-spends-the-us-for-first-time-in-15bn-smart-grid-market/
http://asia.nikkei.com/Politics-Economy/Policy-Politics/Japan-weighs-system-for-rewarding-energy-savers
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Policy Challenges and 
Opportunities for Canada  

 

The rapid changes that may occur in Asia over the next 10-15 years will present Canada 

with a range of challenges and opportunities. This section highlights those that may be 

particularly surprising and unexpected. 

Mitigating Public Sector Risk from Lower Oil Demand   

Lower than expected demand for petroleum products in Asia could contribute to weak 

crude oil markets.  Asian economic growth is considered a strong source of ongoing 

demand for fossil fuel energy in many forecasts.84 Signals from Asia suggest that its 

demand for fossil fuels could peak faster than expected (see Figure 4) in the next 10-15 

Figure 4 
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years and remain soft as Asia transitions to a digital economy, builds-out energy 

infrastructure that is less dependent on hydrocarbons and shifts to an economy that 

could see per capita or even aggregate reductions in the demand for petroleum-based 

transportation fuels. Lower than expected demand could lead to long-term lower crude 

oil prices. Canada is a high cost85 oil producer and may find it difficult to compete with 

low-cost producers if global supply and demand equilibrium is maintained - leading to a 

loss of tax and royalty revenues (impacting fiscal budgets) and decreased investment in 

the petroleum sector (impacting employment and increasing the risk of public investment 

in petroleum related assets). Governments may also need to ensure adequate safeguards 

are in place to address decommissioning and remediation of extraction sites and 

infrastructure as companies exit the sector. 

Emerging Green Protectionism in Asia Pushing for Carbon Transparency 

Canadian goods including primary energy and natural resources as well as services may 

face trade restrictions or challenges based on their carbon content. If the Asian and 

European energy mix shifts towards low-carbon, governments may seek to erect barriers 

to protect their markets from higher carbon content imports or conversely, to challenge 

trade measures that are seen as discriminating against Asia’s and Europe’s lower carbon 

exports by protecting high carbon sectors in developed world economies. 

Canadian exporters may be required to disclose carbon emissions/footprint information 

to maintain access to Asian markets. Capital markets, global retailers, and a number of 

governments are actively pushing for disclosure of carbon footprint data. With renewable 

low-carbon energy growing in the share of Asia’s energy mix, Asian countries or trade 

blocks may plausibly see an economic or competitive advantage in promoting carbon 

footprinting as a means of positive discrimination for its exports or for excluding imports 

from economies with higher carbon footprints in their energy mix.86 Given the emerging 

growth and purchasing of its consumer class, Asian standards may become the global 

benchmark.87 Government to government intervention may be ineffective if carbon 

footprints are used by purchasers to discriminate between alternative suppliers 

throughout the value chain rather than as the basis for governments implementing trade 

restrictive measures. 
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High-quality, low-cost and low-carbon electricity grids are likely to be increasingly 

significant determinants of competitive advantage out to 2030. Canada and the U.S. 

could shift to a low-carbon, low pollution regional energy infrastructure by optimizing the 

deployment88 of renewable energy to areas of comparative advantage to help moderate 

the demand for replacement fossil fuel power plants and to insulate its manufacturers 

from the potential economic impacts of Asian or other carbon-pricing mechanisms. 

Meeting Asia’s Increasingly Diverse Energy Demand 

Opportunities to compete in the emerging Asian energy market do not need to be 

based on being the most cost competitive supplier of fossil fuels, but rather on 

supplying new materials, technology and expertise. While fossil fuel energy will remain 

an important part of Asia’s energy mix over the 10-15 year time horizon of this study, the 

emerging energy mix increasingly relies on a broad range of technologies for generating 

and managing electricity. Canada could use its experience in natural resources extraction 

to become a leader in 

supplying the raw materials 

upon which the renewable 

energy technologies and the 

emerging data-based economy 

are built.  Canada could have a 

comparative advantage in 

biofuels based on its landmass. 

There may be opportunity for 

Canada to leverage the 

innovation made by Canadians 

in advanced renewable energy 

materials and design, energy 

storage and demand 

management as well as energy 

efficiency solutions. Canada 

has significant expertise in 

energy efficient buildings for 

diverse climates. Canada could 

leverage its cool climate and 

renewable electricity to meet 

DATA CENTRES:  
ECONOMIC HUBS OF THE DIGITAL ECONOMY 

As digital technologies enable and penetrate more sectors 

of the Asian and global economy electricity demand 

associated with data processing, storage and transmission is 

increasing both in absolute terms as well as share of end-

use energy. Intercontinental exports of electricity are not 

yet cost-effective, but data can today be transferred 

efficiently between continents using high-speed fiber optic 

cables. Data centers can be located in areas with low-cost, 

low-carbon electricity and favourable climates to reduce 

energy demand for cooling. Large, fast and reliable data 

centers could become innovation and economic hubs by 

attracting activities for which computational speed and/or 

volume are important. In an increasingly digital economy, 

benefits will come to those who are able to store, 

manipulate, transfer and apply data at the greatest speed 

and security and at the lowest cost and environmental 

impact. 

Iceland proves ideal for carbon neutral data centre  (video) 

http://www.weforum.org/news/report-highlights-opportunities-build-tomorrow-s-electricity-sector
http://www.weforum.org/news/report-highlights-opportunities-build-tomorrow-s-electricity-sector
http://uk.reuters.com/video/2014/04/17/iceland-proves-ideal-for-carbon-neutral?videoId=231924261
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rapidly expanding global demand for data centres (see box).89 Large, fast and reliable data 

centers could become innovation and economic hubs by attracting activities for which 

computational speed and/or volume are important. 

Asia Exports Cheap Renewables to the World  

Low-cost renewables could challenge Canadian power utilities’ business models. 

Unsubsidized renewables being able to produce electricity for the same cost as traditional 

power plants may challenge Canadian utilities to provide cost-competitive electricity 

under the existing central utility model. In coming years, innovation, increased mass 

production capacities and market expansion of Asian companies will continue to drive 

down the cost of renewable energy devices and undermine the competitiveness of 

Canadian central utility models.90 

Canada may face multiple pressures to deregulate its electricity markets to permit 

greater penetration of renewable energy production and different business models for 

its distribution.  Asia will be an incubator and early adopter of new business models for 

electricity production and distribution based on the low-cost, scalability and 

decentralization of renewable energy.  Asian-based renewable energy technology 

producers could look to expand their global share in foreign markets. Combined with the 

potential trade liberalization of environmental goods through the conclusion of the 

Environmental Goods Agreement91 within the World Trade Organization that would 

eliminate tariffs or customs duties on a broad list of green technologies and eventually on 

general goods and services, Asian-made rooftop PV power or wind turbines and storage 

technology may eventually become a viable economic option in Canada for electricity 

consumers owning buildings in commercial, agriculture, institutional, governmental and 

industrial sectors. Consumers at the individual and corporate level may also drive a shift 

towards increased share of renewables, which may not be connected to the existing grid, 

based on their low-cost and low-carbon emissions. 

The cost of electricity from central power plants may become more expensive. In the 

Canadian system in which supply from provincially-owed centralized power plants already 

meets demand, additions of renewable energy from other actors will offset energy 

production from the central power plants. Costs of electricity from provincial utilities 

could increase because large scale nuclear and thermal power plants are optimized for 

continuous operation. Varying or reducing output from them can reduce their efficiency 

and increase their cost of operation. Provincial utilities also have debt servicing burdens 

http://www.international.gc.ca/trade-agreements-accords-commerciaux/topics-domaines/env/plurilateral.aspx?lang=eng
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to cover as well as significant costs associated with maintenance of extensive long 

distance transmission lines that may not be required by decentralized renewable based 

alternatives.92 The uncertainty about the time frame in which renewable energy devices 

may become cost-competitive with central utilities’ prices increases the risk of public 

investment in large, capital intensive new power generation sources as return on 

investment is more uncertain. 
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